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Best android tv box amazon canada.
It’s still possible to find an Android TV box that makes sense for Canadians, despite all of the challenges. Hopefully this list will help point you in the right direction! Unless you absolutely need a TV box with the vanilla Android OS, go with one of the other two instead. Android TV Boxes That I Don’t Recommend for CanadiansI’ve also updated my list
of Android TV boxes and media players that just don’t make sense to buy if you live in Canada. Cheap no-name TV boxes: This is the easy one because I don’t recommend no-name Android TV boxes at all. However, if you’re not in a hurry, you can often get better prices from them than you could through Amazon. A word of caution: Never buy a TV box
at a county fair, flea market or any other type of temporary location. You have to deal with horrible exchange rates and exorbitant shipping costs. Many don’t change the price as the US exchange rate fluctuates. Another solution is to look at retailers like Geekbuying or GearBest, which specialize in Android TV boxes. Pricing and availability are
subject to change.A brand new smart TV can easily set you back thousands of dollars. It’s oddly still comfortable, but I still prefer the old remote. They changed the design away from the iconic wedge-shape as well. On sale for just $200 (yes, you read that right) at Amazon Canada, this smart TV is a deal you won't want to miss out on.To learn why
hundreds of reviewers call this wallet-friendly TV "excellent," check out the details below.TCL 32" Class 3-Series HD LED Smart Android TVTCL 32" Class 3-Series HD LED Smart Android TV (Photo via Amazon)$200 $220 at AmazonThe detailsWith a compact 32-inch design, this TCL Android TV is the perfect size for bedrooms, offices, and guest
rooms. That’s the cost of BOTH the Nvidia Shield TV and a base model Amazon Fire TV stick. Where to Buy an Android TV Box in Canada (And Where to Avoid)Shopping is expensive in Canada, and finding the right Android TV box is no exception. If you’re shopping for a new Android TV box, I encourage you to look beyond Amazon. But if it’s going to
be your main streaming device, go with the Fire TV Cube instead. That’s why they only make it to 3rd place on this list. It can still output in Dolby Atmos and Dolby Vision HDR if the movie supports it. All in all, the new NVIDIA Shield TV is a great option for a bare-bones, streaming player running the official Android TV. At that moment, SkyStream
went from a budget TV box manufacturer to a streaming powerhouse. Now, three iterations later, they’ve released the SkyStream Pro 8K streaming media player. They don’t put a lot of bells or whistles on their TV boxes. Now, they’ve got that same slick interface, pain-free setup and Google Assistant, just like the Shield TV does. So, what gives the
SkyStream Pro the top spot over the Shield TV?What SkyStream has always done really well is set up their TV boxes for streaming. Also avoid buying an Android TV box that advertises “free TV” as it’s main selling point.In my experience, many of these box-sellers are just looking to make a quick buck. Avoid these at all costs!Amazon Fire TV Sticks: If
you’re an Amazon Prime subscriber and just need an easy streaming device for your second (or third) television, then the 4K Fire TV stick is alright. The media lumped streaming into the same bucket, when in fact, they’re completely different. The legal loophole is that streaming doesn’t actually download the files to your device. They worked great,
but they were never able to replace my Nvidia Shield TV as my main media streamer. With the SkyStream Pro, they’ve dropped the vanilla Android and went straight to Android TV. They were one of the first devices to run the official Android TV operating system, and you can opt in to their beta program to get access to new Android TV features
before they hit the mainstream.So why did they drop down to #2 on my list?With this iteration of the Shield TV, NVIDIA refocused the system away from gaming and more toward streaming (which is a good thing). The remote control got beefier. They ship directly from China, so shipping will take a week at minimum. The Shield TV shrunk down to a
small cylinder that’s not much bigger than the new remote control. And, best of all, they lowered the price, even in Canada.All that comes at a cost though. From picture quality to the audio, "everything [is] awesome and works perfectly."Click here to sign up for Yahoo Canada's lifestyle newsletter.On average, Amazon reviewers have given the TV 4.5
stars for overall value, sound quality and picture quality.The "picture quality is great," and it was "easy to set up," says one reviewer, noting that there's definitely "value for the price."However, while the majority of reviews are positive, some shoppers note that the price "reflects what you get.""[I] got what I paid for," writes one shopper, cautioning
that you should not expect 4K resolution" — but "all [of their] other expectations were met."The verdictIf you're looking for a basement-bargain deal, Amazon reviewers call the TCL 32-inch Class 3-Series HD LED Smart Android TV "excellent" and say it's "worth every penny." However, before you head to checkout, some shoppers caution that you "
[get] what you pay for," so keep your expectations within reach.The reviews quoted above reflect the most recent versions at the time of publication.Let us know what you think by commenting below and tweeting @YahooStyleCA! Follow us on Twitter and Instagram and sign up for our newsletter. Here in the US, the Minix U22-XJ costs around $170
US. They’re just solid, all-around great devices. That said, you’re paying a premium for the additional performance. Storage has been cut in half, down to 8GB and system memory dropped down to 2GB from 3GB. As I said, the focus is now clearly on streaming rather than gaming. Beelink has always been one of my go-to recommendations for barebones Android TV boxes. They just play them in real time. According to legal experts, “since most streaming video does not actually involve downloading a copy of the work (it merely creates a temporary copy that cannot be permanently copied), users can legitimately argue that merely watching a non-downloaded stream does not run afoul of the
law.”There’s also a well-publicized legal case where the major telecoms are suing the founder of popular Kodi site, TVaddons. It’s now the size of a regular television remote. Even your Android phone can get to the very same illegal streaming sites that your Android box can. There’s nothing different about an Android TV box except the fact that it’s
optimized for your television. Myth #2: Streaming is illegalThis myth started out because streaming got lumped into the same category as downloading torrents. We may receive a share from purchases made via links on this page. Usually, these TV boxes are sold by a third-party company who has no involvement with the manufacturer. It’s generally
believed that the goal is just to keep the trial going as long as possible until TVaddons runs out of money.What Is Actually Illegal in CanadaA few years ago, Rogers, Bell and Videotron brought a lawsuit against several Android TV box manufacturers for selling “fully loaded” TV boxes. A “fully loaded” TV box already has apps and addons that can
access illegal sites or video sources preinstalled from the factory. What the courts decided was that these TV boxes enabled piracy and that was a big part of what those merchants were selling. To put it another way, there’s a BIG DIFFERENCE between selling the hardware by itself and selling hardware that is pre-configured to download or stream
illegal content. The moral of the story is that if you want to stay on the right side of the law, not to buy “fully loaded” Android TV boxes.What’s the Best Android TV Box for Canada?Best Overall: SkyStream ProI’ve been a big fan of SkyStream TV boxes since the SkyStream One burst on the scene. The specs are still enough to run Netflix at 4K
resolution. A lot has changed.I admit, I don’t get back up North to visit my family as much as I’d like. That balloons up to $250 CDN. It’s got double the memory and storage, so you won’t be constantly deleting stuff to make more space. You can check out my Fire TV Cube review here.Minix NEO U22-XJ: The U22-XJ is one of my favourite TV boxes,
especially if you love tinkering to get the perfect setup. In fact, they’re very different. Remember torrents? Torrents became popular through sites like The Pirate Bay. She wasn’t using one of the TV boxes that I recommended!Apparently, a couple of my previous “go-to” TV boxes aren’t around anymore. The legal case was built on shaky ground.
Instead of the “Apple-inspired” flat remote control, it’s now triangle-shaped. And now it’s at a price-point that makes it a great option in Canada. NVIDIA Shield ProEasily the highest performance Android TV there is! Power enough to be used as a Plex media server or game console with Steam or GeForce Now. You can often find good deals from the
manufacturers themselves. Some Android TV boxes that I’d recommend for the US wouldn’t be good for Canada. Before we get started, let’s take a look at one of the most popular questions I get asked all the time. Are Android Boxes Illegal in Canada?I’ve said this time and time again: An Android TV box is literally just a media player that runs the
Android operating system. But many people still ask whether Android TV boxes are legal or not. Back in 2016, the CBC wrote an article that got a lot of attention. If you want to turn the SkyStream Pro into a fully loaded Kodi box, complete with a suite of Kodi add-ons and other popular streaming apps, you can do that in a click of a button. SkyStream
also includes their Updater App, which I talk about in this article, and their US-based customer service team for all of their TV boxes. Runner Up: Nvidia Shield TVThe Shield TV has been my favourite TV box for several years. If you want the best streaming experience you can get, then the NVIDIA Shield Pro is the one you want.We earn a commission
if you click this link and make a purchase at no additional cost to you.If you still prefer the flexibility of the tried-and-true Android operating system, then I highly recommend the Beelink GT-King. This thing is a beast!It’s got a full 64GB of storage (double what the SkyStream Pro has) and 4GB of memory (double what the Nvidia Shield TV has). It’s
also got the Amlogic S922X CPU, which is cutting edge as of the time of this writing. However, if you care more about your bottom line than some of the bells and whistles available, you can find surprisingly great TVs for less than you would expect. Case in point: The reviewer-loved TCL 32-inch Class 3-Series HD LED Smart Android TV. That means
this is the perfect time to dive back in and get some fresh new recommendations. If you’ve been reading this site for a while, you’ll notice some similarities in this ‘best of’ list.However, there are some quirks to the Canadian market as well. You can check out my full review at the link above, but I’ll hit the highlights here and explain why I think it’s the
best Android TV box for the Canadian market. All of SkyStream’s previous TV boxes used the vanilla Android OS with a custom launcher. This smart TV is on sale for just $200 at Amazon Canada (Photo via Amazon)Yahoo Lifestyle Canada is committed to finding you the best products at the best prices. It’s found in some of the higher-end Android TV
boxes, such as the Minix U22-XJ that I’ll mention later in this article. It’s actually still getting attention today. It’s been a few years since they wrote that article and there’s been some new legal battles since then. Myth #1: Android TV boxes are illegalYou’ll hear this one most of all and it’s the biggest lie of them all. The big telecom and movie
companies will try to tell you that Android TV boxes are illegal because they can access illegal content.The truth is that you can get illegal content on your Android box, an Apple TV, Roku or even your PC. That can turn an otherwise good deal into one that just doesn’t make sense. The good news is that streaming is alive and well (and legal), despite
all the changes that have happened over the last few years. The problem is that it just doesn’t make sense once you factor in the exchange rate. Getting firmware updates is a problem and it’s hard to get any customer support after the sale. While they can’t sell “fully loaded” TV boxes anymore, they have custom software that can help you configure
your TV box however you want it. If you want a clean slate that you can install whatever apps you want, that’s how it comes from the factory. The last time I was up in Toronto, I was shocked when she turned on her TV. This eliminated the need to have the files stored on a central server somewhere. The thought was that the government couldn’t go
after companies directly because they didn’t host any of the files themselves. Customer service is usually nonexistent and it can be impossible to get in touch with them after the sale.ConclusionI wish it were easier to shop for an Android TV box in Canada. Nevertheless, downloading illegal content was still illegal. Back in 2019, media companies
started suing individual users for downloading files. The smart TV comes with all of the features you've come to know and expect, including built-in Google Assistant and Chromecast, while ringing in at just $200.With a full 720p high-definition resolution, you'll be surprised at the clarity, colour, and detail the unit brings to your favourite TV shows and
movies. The LED smart TV provides access to thousands of streaming apps, including Netflix, Disney+, Amazon Prime and YouTube, in addition to your cable box, gaming console, and other devices. Google Assistant is always on and ready to help and gives you access to entertainment, answers, and can control compatible devices around your home in
seconds. 'Worth every penny'With a few hundred reviews and an average rating of 4.6 stars behind it, Amazon shoppers say this Smart Android TV is "excellent" for its $200 price tag. The "TV is very responsive," writes one shopper, who says that overall, it's a "great TV" and they "definitely recommend" it for the price.This TV is "worth every penny,"
echos another reviewer. It’s been a few years since I wrote my Canadian buyer’s guide to Android TV boxes. Although they go about it differently, they’re similar to other peer-to-peer file sharing sites before them (Napster or Kazaa).Torrents are a way to download movies, music and other files directly from other users.
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